Abstract. We provide new group presentations for surface braid groups which are positive. We study some properties of such presentations and we solve the conjugacy problem in a particular case.
Introduction and Motivation
Let Σ g,p be an orientable surface of genus g with p boundary components. For instance, Σ 0,0 is the 2-sphere, Σ 1,0 is the torus, and Σ 0,1 corresponds to the disk.
A geometric braid on Σ g,p based at P is a collection B = (ψ 1 , . . . , ψ n ) of n ≥ 2 paths from [0, 1] to Σ g,p such that ψ i (0) = P i , ψ i (1) ∈ P and {ψ 1 (t), . . . , ψ n (t)} are distinct points for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Two braids are considered as equivalent if they are isotopic. The usual product of paths defines a group structure on the equivalence classes of braids. This group doesnot depend, up to isomorphism, on the choice of P. It is called the (surface) braid group on n strands on Σ g,p and denoted by B n (Σ g,p ). The group B n (Σ 0,1 ) is the classical braid group B n on n strings. Some elements of B n (Σ g,p ) are shown in Figure 1 . The braid σ i corresponds to the standard generator of B n and it can be represented by a geometric braid on Σ g,p where all the strands are trivial except the i-th one and the (i + 1)-th one. The i-th strand goes from P i to P i+1 and the (i + 1)-th strand goes from P i+1 to P i according to Figure 1 . The loops δ 1 , . . . , δ p+2g−1 based on P 1 in Figure 1 represent standard generators of π 1 (Σ g,p ). By its definition, B 1 (Σ g,p ) is isomorphic to π 1 (Σ g,p ). We can also consider δ 1 , . . . , δ p+2g−1 as braids on n strands on Σ, where last n − 1 strands are trivial.
It is well known since E. Artin ( [2] ) that the braid group B n has a positive presentation (see for instance [17] Chapter 2 Theorem 2.2), i.e. a group presentation which involves only generators and not their inverses. Hence one can associate a (braid) monoid B + n with the same presentation, but as a monoid presentation. It turns out that the braid monoid B + n is a Garside monoid (see [8] ), that is a monoid with a good divisibility structure, and that the braid group B n is the group of fractions of the monoid B + n . As a consequence, the natural morphism of monoids from B + n to B n is into, and we can solve the word problem, the conjugacy problem and obtain normal forms in B n (see [4, 6, 8, 10, 12] ). These results extend to Artin-Tits groups of spherical type which are a well-known algebraic generalization of the braid group B n ( [4, 6, 8, 10] ). In the case of surface braid groups B n (Σ g,p ), some group presentations are known but they are not positive. Furthermore, questions as the conjugacy problem are not solved in the general case. The word problem in surface braid groups is known to be solvable (see [14] ) even if algorithms are not as efficient as the ones proposed for the braid group B n . In this note we provide positive presentations for B n (Σ g,p ) and we address questions related to the conjugacy problem of surface braid groups. We do not discuss the case of B n (Σ 0,0 ), the braid group on the 2-sphere; this is a particular case with specific properties. For instance if Σ is an oriented surface, the surface braid group B n (Σ) has torsion elements only and only if Σ is the 2-sphere (see [13] page 277, [11] page 255, and [19] proposition 1.5). In Section 2 and 3 we focus on braid groups on surfaces with boundary components and without boundary components respectively. In Section 4, we investigate the special case of B 2 (Σ 1,0 ) and we solve the word problem and the conjugacy problem for this group. 
Braid groups on surfaces with boundary components
In this section we investigate braid groups on oriented surfaces with a positive number of boundary components. Our first objective is to prove Theorem 2.1: Theorem 2.1. Let n and p be positive integers. Let g be a non negative integer. Then, the group B n (Σ g,p ) admits the following group presentation:
-Skew commutative relations on the handles:
The above presentation can be compared to the presentation of B g,n given in [15] page 18.
Proof. Let us denote by B n (Σ g,p ) the group defined by the presentation given in Theorem 2.1. We prove that the group B n (Σ g,p ) is isomorphic to the group B n (Σ g,p ) using the presentation given in
p+2(r−1)+1 for r = 1, . . . , g and ψ(z j ) = δ −1 j for j = 1, . . . , p − 1. We claim that ψ extends to a homomorphism of groups ψ : B n (Σ g,p ) → B n (Σ g,p ). We have to verify that the image by ψ of the braid relations and of the relations of type (R1)-(R8) are true in B n (Σ g,p ). It is enough to verify that
for 1 ≤ r < s ≤ 2g + p − 1 and (r, s) = (p + 2k, p + 2k + 1) which corresponds to the image by ψ in B n (Σ g,p ) of the relations of type (R3), (R6) and (R7); the other cases are true as they are relations of the presentation of B n (Σ g,p ). The relations of type (CR3) can be written δ r σ 1 δ r δ s = σ 1 δ r δ s σ 1 δ r σ −1
1 . From the relations of type (CR1) we deduce that, in B n (Σ g,p ), the equalities δ r σ 1 δ r δ s = δ r σ 1 δ r σ 1 σ −1
1 δ s , and finally we get the relations ( †). On the other hand, consider ψ the set-map defined from {σ 1 , . . . , for r = 1, . . . , g. We prove that ψ extends to an homomorphism of groups from B n (Σ g,p ) to B n (Σ g,p ). Since braid relations and the images by ψ of the relations of type (ER), (CR1) and (CR2) are verified, it suffices to check that the equalities corresponding to relations of type (CR3) hold in B n (Σ g,p ). We verify that the equality a
. The other cases can easily be verified by the reader. From the relations of type (R2), it follows that a 
is well defined and it is the inverse of ψ. Hence,
We remark that the presentation given in Theorem 2.1 is positive and has less types of relations than the presentation given in Theorem A.1.
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a group and let
(iii) is a consequence of (i). 2
Since the relations of the presentation of B n (Σ g,p ) are positive, one can define a monoid with the same presentation but as a monoid presentation. It is easy to see that the monoid we obtain doesnot inject in B n (Σ g,p ), even if we add the relations of type (CR3 ′ ) to the presentation given in Theorem 2.1. In fact the following relations,
for each positive integer k, but they are false in the monoid for k greater than 1: no relation of the presentation can be applied to the left side of the equalities. Then starting from the left side of the equality for k > 1, we cannot obtain the right side of the equality by using the relations of the monoid presentation only.
the monoid defined by the presentation of Theorem 2.1 with the extra relations
We remark that we can define a length function ℓ on B * n (Σ g,p ): if F * is the free monoid based on σ 1 · · · , σ n−1 , δ 1 , · · · , δ 2g , if l : F → N is the canonical length function and if w → w is the canon-
Now, let us consider the particular case of planar surfaces.
Proposition 2.3. Let n, p be positive integers with
Then B n (Σ 0,p ) admits the following presentation:
• Generators : σ 1 , · · · , σ n−1 and ρ i for i ∈ I;
• Relations:
Proof. Consider the presentation of Theorem 2.1. Let I = {r 1 < r 2 · · · < r p−1 } and set ρ rj = and, then σ r−1 σ r ρ r σ r−1 = σ r ρ r σ r−1 σ r . It follows that the relations of type (CR1) for i = r is equivalent to the relation σ r−1 σ r ρ r σ r−1 = σ r ρ r σ r−1 σ r . This last relation is equivalent to relation (BR3) ′ using relation (BR3): 
) is isomorphic to the Affine Artin group of typeB(n + 1) for n ≥ 2.
Proof. We apply Proposition 2.3 with I = {1, n}.
2
Recall that a monoid M is cancellative if the property "∀x, y, z, t ∈ M, (xyz = xtz) ⇒ (y = t)" For p = 1 and p = 2, the groups B n (Σ 0,p ) are isomorphic to the braid group B n and the Artin-Tits group of type B respectively. Hence, the answer to above questions are positive. In the case of B n (Σ 0,3 ), the answers are also positive (see [7] and [18] ). Note that the relations of the presentation of B n (Σ 0,p ) are homogeneous. Therefore we can define a length function ℓ on B
Braid groups on closed surfaces
In this section, we consider braid groups on closed surfaces, that is without boundary components. In particular, we prove Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3.
Proposition 3.1. Let n, g be positive integers. The group B n (Σ g,0 ) admits the following presentation:
Proof. Starting from the presentation of Theorem A.2, we set σ i = θ
Corollary 3.2. Let n and g be positive integers with g ≥ 2. Then, the group B n (Σ g,0 ) admits the following group presentation:
-Commutative relations between surface braids:
-Skew commutative relations on the handles (SCR2) σ 1 δ r δ r+2s σ 1 = δ r+2s δ r 1 ≤ r < r + 2s ≤ 2g;
-Relation associated to the fundamental group of the surface
Corollary 3.3. Let n be positive integer. Then, the group B n (Σ 1,0 ) admits the following group presentation:
• Generators: σ 1 , . . . , σ n−1 , δ 1 , δ 2 ;
-Commutative relations between surface braids: (CR1) δ r σ i = σ i δ r for 2 < i; r = 1, 2; (CR4) δ 2 r σ 1 = σ 1 δ 2 r r = 1, 2; σ 2 δ 1 σ 2 = δ 1 σ 2 σ 1 ; σ 1 δ 2 σ 2 = σ 2 δ 2 σ 1 ; -Skew commutative relations on the handles:
-Relation associated to the fundamental group of the surface:
Corollary 3.3 is a special case of Proposition 3.1 when g = 1. When g ≥ 2, Corollary 3.2 follows from Proposition 3.1 using Lemma 3.4 below.
Lemma 3.4. (i) Let G be a group and σ, δ
Proof. We prove under the hypothesis that δ 2 σδ
The other cases are similar. 
4.
Braid group on two strands on the torus 4.1. The word problem and the conjugacy problem. In this section we solve the word problem and the conjugacy problem for the special case when g = 1 and n = 2 by using a presentation derived from the one obtained in the previous section.
As a consequence of Corollary 3.3 we have:
Corollary 4.1. B 2 (Σ 1,0 ) admits the group presentation: 
Proof. Using the presentation ( ‡), we are able to solve the word problem and the conjugacy problem in B 2 (Σ 1,0 ). Considering ( ‡), for x = a, or x = b we can define a weight homomorphism of groups ℓx : B 2 (Σ 1,0 ) → Z such that ℓx(x) = 0 and ℓx(y) = 1 for y ∈ {a, b, c} and y = x.
In the following we denote by F (a, b, c) the free group based on {a, b, c}. We denote by W (a, b, c) the Coxeter group associated to F (a, b, c) and defined by W (a, b, c) 
If w is in F (a, b, c) we denote by w its image in B 2 (Σ 1,0 ). Considering ( ‡), there exists a morphism p : B 2 (Σ 1,0 ) → W (a, b, c) that sends x ∈ {a, b, c} on x. Note that the canonical morphism from
We denote by L a,b the set-map from F (a, b, c) , we write, by abuse of notation, p(w) and L a,b (w) for p(w) and L a,b (w) respectively.
In other words, the sequence
Proof. We remark that the presentation ( ‡) implies that a 2 , b 2 and c 2 are in Z(B 2 (Σ 1,0 )) and
Since the center of W (a, b, c) is trivial, (ii) follows. As a consequence, we get that a 2 and b 2 generated the Abelian group Z(B 2 (Σ 1,0 )). Now, let g belong to Z(B 2 (Σ 1,0 )). Each word w that represents g and written on the letters a 2 , b 2 , and their inverses, can be modify in order to obtain L a,b (g) by using the relations a 2 b 2 = b 2 a 2 and the relations of Proof. The word problem is solvable in the free group F (a, b, c) and in the Coxeter group W (a, b, c).
Then the claim follows from Corollary 4.5. 2
Then the element gh −1 is in the center of 
Furthermore, if the right side holds, then [w]g[w]
−1 = h. Proof. The conjugacy problem is solvable in each Coxeter group (see [16] ). 2 4.2. The Garside method and complete presentation. In order to solve the word problem and the conjugacy problem in B 2 (Σ 1,0 ), we can try to use the method used by Garside to solve the word problem and the conjugacy problem, that is to find a Garside structure for B 2 (Σ 1,0 ). Let us remark that surface braid groups on surfaces of genus greater than 1 have trivial center (see [19] ) and then they cannot be Garside groups. Recall that in a monoid M we say that a left-divides b if b = ac for some c in M . We say, in a similar way, that a right-divides b when b = ca for some c in M . An element ∆ of M is said to be balanced when its set of left-divisors is equal to its set of right-divisors. We denote by B 
Proof. The side "⇒" is clear with
Then ℓâ(hg 1 ) = ℓâ(h) + ℓâ(g 1 ) and ℓâ(hg 2 ) = ℓâ(h) + ℓâ(g 2 ). Hence we have ℓâ(g 1 ) = ℓâ(g 2 ). In the same way we get ℓb(g 1 ) = ℓb(g 2 ), and also p(g 1 ) = p(g 2 ) in the group W (a, b, c). Then g 1 = g 2 . We proceed in the say way if g 1 h = g 2 h. The other results are consequences of the Garside like structure as proved in Proposition 8.10 of [8] .
In the following, we identify B + 2 (Σ 1,0 ) with its image in B 2 (Σ 1,0 ). In order to solve the word problem in B 2 (Σ 1,0 ), it is then enough to solve the words problem in B + 2 (Σ 1,0 ). Then, using the following proposition, we obtain another solution to the word problem. If we want to solve the conjugacy problem by using the idea of Garside, we need to understand the normal form of B + 2 (Σ 1,0 ) as defined in Definition 7.2 of [8] . This lead us to the notion of complete presentation as defined in [9] . Let S be a finite set, and S * be the free monoid based on S. We denote by ǫ the empty word. Let B be a monoid with presentation (S, R). We write w ≡ w ′ if the word w, w ′ of S * have the same image in B. Let w, w ′ be two words in (S ∪ S −1 ) * , where S −1 is a disjoint copy of S. We say that w reverses in w ′ , and write w w ′ if w ′ is obtained from w by a finite sequence of the following steps: deleting some u −1 u for some u ∈ S or replacing some subword u −1 v where u, v are in S, with a a word v ′ u ′ −1 such that uv ′ = vu ′ is a relation of R.
Definition 1 ([9] Definition 2.1 and Proposition 3.3). Let B be a monoid with presentation (S, R).
We say that the presentation (S, R) is complete if
For instance the classical presentation of each Artin-Tits monoid is complete. The definition of complete presentation is easy to understand. Nevertheless, it is not easy to verify that a given presentation is complete. In [9] , Dehornoy gives a semi-algorithmical method in order to decide if a given presentation is complete. Semi-algorithmical means that when the process finishes, it gives an answer, but it is possible that it doesnot finish. We do not explain this technical method, named the cube condition, but refer to Definition 3.1 and Figure 3 .1 of [9] .
Applying the cube condition process, it is quiet clear that the presentation ( ‡) of the monoid B 2 (Σ 0,1 ) is not complete and that we must add to the presentation the relation "b 2 a 2 = c 2 " if we want to expect that the presentation is complete. A positive answer to Question 5 seems to be crucial in order to state the interest of the method of completeness.
